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Schedule

0930-1000: Past Problems and Examples (that still exist)
1005-1035: TLS 1.4 and Beyond
1045-????: Candidate Talk in Rice about TLS Interception!

Next Friday: Potential of Post Quantum in TLS



HTTPS Traffic Analysis 
& Website Fingerprinting



In the news...
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ISPs have a unique vantage point that differ from Google and Facebook because they have the ability 
to capture all network traffic.
 
And ISPs are not the only ones with access to network traffic:
- Passive eavesdropping
- BGP Hijacking
- Remote Traffic Analysis
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“This Working Paper is intended to provide 
information useful to Congress, federal agencies, 
and the general public in consideration of online 
privacy issues.” (2016)



O RLY?

“This Working Paper is intended to provide 
information useful to Congress, federal agencies, 
and the general public in consideration of online 
privacy issues.” (2016)
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2010

- WPA, WPA2 do not hide packet sizes 

- Web apps leak through:
- Low entropy input for better interaction (autocomplete, 

autosuggestion, AJAX,  “increasing use of highly 
interactive and dynamic web interfaces”)

- Stateful communication (“For example, a letter entered 
in a text box affect all the follow-up auto-suggestion 
contents”)

- Significant traffic distinctions (^)
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2010

A web flow vector v is a sequence of 
directional packet sizes,

 a 50-byte packet from the browser and a 
1024-byte packet from the server are 
denoted by “(50, 1024)”. 



2010



Small images: Middle of 
Ocean, desert, icecaps

Tiles indistinguishable 

1kb

Large images:
Mtns Rivers Cities, 

More unique tiles

Overlay HTTP req

Satellite HTTP req 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=skQNwd9Jij4




Settings: Workflow:
-ISP Snooping
-Employee Monitoring
-Surveillance
-Censorship

Researchers used Machine Learning + Hidden 
Markov Models to train and identify  specific 
pages within websites like:

ACLU, Bank of America, Legal Zoom, Mayo Clinic Netflix, Planned 
Parenthood, Wells Fargo YouTube



=> Disabling the cache increases 
unique packet sizes which aids in 
identification 

=> “difference in cookies between 
training and evaluation conditions will 
impact accuracy results”

=> effect of cookies & cache can sway 
accuracy up to 18% 



-Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH)

-“In DASH, each quality representation is encoded 
in variable bit rates (VBRs)”

“short segments, typically a few seconds long (2 − 
16 seconds), and each segment is encoded several 
times, each time with a different quality 
representation”



“We found that often there are two 
flows both with audio and video. The 
short traffic segments contain audio 
while the longer contain video”

Bits-per-peak 
takes TCP retransmission into account

“Audio data and video data can be found in the same 
5- tuple flow {protocol, src IP, dst IP, src port, dst port}.
 In some cases we cannot distinguish between them.”





Selenium crawlers to gather Dataset:
traffic for applications (Youtube, Facebook & Twitter) viewed 
on different browsers and operating systems

Support Vector Machine

 New features => “tried to identify traffic parameters that differentiate 
between different operating systems and browsers.”

Features from previous study on 
Youtube title identification







“DASH and VBR can produce 
sequences of video segment sizes 
(i.e. fingerprints) that are unique for 
each video”

average of 7.86 fingerprints per video

“Netflix has historically encoded their 
browser-based videos at 235, 375, 
560, 750, 1050, 1750, 2350, and 3000 
kbps”



Application Data Unit



Looking Forward

Web Apps
- Application Specific Padding
- “TLS-level length hiding can be effective if combined with application-level policy”

Previous research had to “take steps”: modify GnuTLS (TLS 1.2) to implement padding for records
TLS 1.3 => Record Padding part of specs:

Regarding ISP’s
VPNS, TOR, proxies?
market competition?
Laws & regulations?

TLS 1.2 Specs  
“Note in particular that type and length of a record are not protected
   by encryption.  If this information is itself sensitive, application
   designers may wish to take steps (padding, cover traffic) to minimize
   information leakage.”



Looking Forward

Chaffing and Winnowing: 
Confidentiality without Encryption
Ronald Rivest (1998)



IPv6: Another Security Risk



IPv6 & IPSec



VPN Services







Results

All VPN services surveyed rely 
on the correct configuration of 
the operating system’s routing 
table. Worryingly, no attempt is 
made to secure this operation. -



Leaks





DEFAULTS...

The simplest scenario is where the VPN client does not change the victim’s 
default DNS configuration (e.g., HideMyAss over OpenVPN). In this case, 
subverting DNS queries is trivial. The access point can simply use DHCP to set 
the victim’s DNS server to one that it manages itself. The adversary will then 
receive all DNS queries generated by the host.





More Traffic Analysis!



AHHHHH



Two Days Later



CAPTURE EVERYTHING



Client Hellos



Problems



Usage

Distinguishing between clients on the fly!

(Anti)Forensics!

Intrusion detection!

Shitware detection!

Homogenous platform verification!

Honeypots!



Solutions?

Do less.



QUIC (Quick UDP Internet Connections)



Motivation
How do you make the web faster? 

Assuming you have very fast Internet… 
Then maybe we do not need to change anything

Not everybody could take fast internet for granted



Solution: QUIC (Quick UDP Internet 
Connection)

Experimental transport layer network protocol

Jim Roskind at Google in 2012

Reduces latency and runs in user-space



Background - UDP

UDP is TCP’s wild cousin, a “fire and forget protocol”
A message is assumed to have arrived, so the 
network uses less time to validate packets. 

To be reliable, something 
needs to be built on top of 
UDP to confirm packet 
delivery
Negotiate all TLS 
parameters in 1 or 2 
packets



Why is UDP faster?
TCP: The order in which TCP packets are processed matters

UDP: is not dependent on the order in which packets are received
Forward Error Correction: 
10% Overhead



How does Quic fit in?

Requires server/client collaboration and support



If you are King Google, you can do this



Client + Server support

Chromium 29 (Aug 2013) and Opera 16

[DEMO] chrome://net-internals/#quic

chrome://net-internals/#events&q=type:QUIC_SESSION%20is:active

Google servers and community projects (libquic, 
goquic)



InterPlanetary File System (IPFS)







Location Addressing
Disconnected/Offline Operation
Bandwidth, Latency
Surprise Oppression
Ubiquitous Computation (IoT)
Permanence



What do we want?

Offline
Smarter
Distributed
Permanent
Safer
Faster











Mutability?





Multi-Context TLS

Bethlehem Naylor



TLS protocol secures communication between exactly two parties

client server

TLS



in reality: most connections are augmented along their path by middleboxes

Original Connection

Intercepted Connection

Let me just 
check this for 

viruses for you - 
you won’t even 
know I’m here!

?



middleboxes are a necessary evil integral, useful, and here to stay

Are middleboxes the enemy?



middleboxes break TLS

Are middleboxes the enemy?



TLS
+

middlebox support
=

multi-context TLS
+least privilege    +endpoint agreement

identity authentication data secrecy & integrity



Readers Writers Endpoints

Least Privilege

3 different access levels



Least Privilege

3 different encryption keys that grant 3 different access levels



Encryption Contexts

readers & writers receive minimal access necessary to do their jobs



Client and server explicitly grant consent to use middleboxes

Encryption Contexts



Handshake Protocol



mcTLS increases handshake size

mcTLS: Performance



mcTLS: Performance





POST QUANTUM
STOP HERE FOR NOW!



PQC: An Introduction 



● gx x
● n = p·q p q

Computer, 
factor 56153

56153 = 241*233
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NewHope: TLS with PQC



Quantum Computers vs. TLS

TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256



Post-Quantum Key Exchange

TLS_RLWE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256

Post-quantum key exchange for the TLS protocol from the ring learning with errors problem
Joppe W. Bos, Craig Costello, Michael Naehrig, and Douglas Stebila

http://eprint.iacr.org/2014/599.pdf

(Ring Learning With Errors)

http://eprint.iacr.org/2014/599.pdf
http://eprint.iacr.org/2014/599.pdf


Ring Learning with Errors

● Given (a, a·s + e), find s

● a, s, e are complex integers: n + mi

○ Modulo prime q = 232 - 1

● The error e is small

● Decision problem: distinguish 
between (a, a·s + e) and (a, b) for 
random b



RLWE reduces to the Shortest Vector Problem







A New Hope

“We more than double the security parameter, halve the 
communication overhead, and speed up computation by 
more than a factor of 8 in a portable C implementation and 
by more than a factor of 27 in an optimized implementation 
targeting current Intel CPUs”

Post-quantum key exchange – a new hope
Erdem Alkim, Léo Ducas, Thomas Pöppelmann, and Peter Schwabe

https://eprint.iacr.org/2015/1092.pdf

https://eprint.iacr.org/2015/1092.pdf
https://eprint.iacr.org/2015/1092.pdf




Preventing Backdoors

● Given (a, a·s + e), find s

● “for standardization purposes, a single a value should be generated in a 
verifiably random, ‘nothing up my sleeve’ manner” - BCNS



Google’s Results

● Combine existing ECDHE with New Hope
● “Although the median connection latency only increased by a millisecond, 

the latency for the slowest 5% increased by 20ms and, for the slowest 1%, 
by 150ms.”

● “we did not find any unexpected impediment to deploying something like 
NewHope”



Alternative PostQuantum



Shortest Vector 
Problem

Closest Vector 
Problem
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